
ARIES WINTER 2021 TRANSCRIPT

JANUARY

So January 2021, you start the month with Mars, your ruler in your first house. So 
that does give you some extra boost and sex appeal as well. This will last until 
January 6. So make use of that first week as Venus, the planet of love will be in 
your ninth house at end of that week as well. And that could mean the people 
that you attract with this kind of animal magnetism will likely to be foreigners or 
from travel, or from classes that you're taking. Educational classes.  Could be a 
teacher. So yeah, that's where you probably might have the most success with 
dating. 

Then around January 9 there's quite nice cluster of Mercury, Saturn and Jupiter 
in your 11th House of friendships. So now the Saturn Jupiter conjunction, I have to 
say, is so good. It's such a nice conjunction in terms of getting the best out of 
these these planets because they are the traditional ruling planets that are the 
most effective, really. And also, what I like about them is, unlike the outer planets,
(ie Uranus, and Pluto,) they are a little bit more easy to assimilate as concepts. 
They're not personal personal, but they're also not spaced out! They are also 
very challenging in an evolutionary way, just as the outer planets are. So they're 
easier to digest but they still push you to evolve and develop as well. Now with 
mercury being with them too it will at least help you download their message. 

So having Mercury in the 11th house, this message could come from friendships, 
and also anything that inspires you to think a little bit outside your normal, 
everyday life. It is it is about reaching for your dreams. Mercury in the ninth I 
think, that's a really good period for thinking in wider terms. And because Mars 
has gone into your house of money now. And it's no longer in your first house. It 
is about putting your money where your mouth is as well. So investing in ideas, if



you put time into something, time is money as well. Mars will be in that house 
until March 6. So it's plenty of time to really get into investing in your future. 

Mars in your second house of money, it does mean that cash will flow out quite 
quickly. So you got to make sure that you're actually putting it into something 
that will grow rather than just spending on things that don't really do anything in
the future, You know, frittering it away and just burning a hole in your pockets. 
That's what Mars in the second house can do. So during January, we have Mars, 
squaring Saturn as well, which will be from your second house and Saturn is in 
your, in your 11th House of friends. So you may find that you are restricted in 
terms of social life, spending money on friends or spending money with friends. 
Also, your hopes and dreams you might have to make sure they are realistic 
before you really go for it. But the good thing about this aspect is is quite the axe
wielder. Because it can really put a lot of strength, stamina, and determination 
into a project. 

So if you want to start something and build the foundations of a new business, 
this is a great opportunity to do that. So that's January 13. And that is also the 
same day as a new moon in Capricorn, which is in your 10th house. So perfect, 
perfect day to really rise to the challenge and start something new. And also, 
Aries is not known for having stamina, so maybe this Saturn square to your ruler 
Mars will actually be quite productive for you. Now we have Jupiter square 
Uranus, the first of three that we have this year so the whole flavour of 2021 is 
going to be this Jupiter square Uranus. Now what do these planets have in 
common? They're both about freedom. They're both about expanding horizons, 
and no limits really. And when you have the square as well, the square shows 
that if you do want these freedoms, you're going to really have to fight for them. 
And sometimes it can be just too much freedom and not knowing when to stop.

But I think the restrictions that are put on this, and this expansion could be a 
good thing. But it could also be describing technology that goes too far that is 
destructive. Change for the sake of change, just constant constant change 
without reflection. So with this, this Jupiter square Uranus, it takes place in the 
same houses that I just mentioned, with Mars square Saturn. So this is 
interesting. This is like "What does Aries do, when you've got this opportunity to 
invest in, say, a technology company, or something to do with travel." It's 
knowing when to to stop and whether things have gone too far. And whether 
you have to rein back and let things develop more organically, because this 
could just be going very inhuman with the technology. That's something just to 
bear in mind. Then on the January 20 Mars conjunct Uranus, which is fireworks in



your cash house! So just be careful because I think that Aries could  fall prey to 
some get-rich scheme, or they could kind of explode emtionally because their 
self esteem has taken a bit of a blow as well. Now, everything is really happening
in decan 1 of Aquarius, and also Taurus too. So Decan 1 Aries are going to get the
sextile from Saturn and Jupiter. 

I think Aries will probably do best with the energies and know how to balance 
the growth with the restriction and pace themselves. It's all about pacing 
yourself this month, then we have a very psychedelic conjunction between 
Ceres and Neptune. And for you that takes place in Pisces. So it's in your 12th 
House of mysticism, that's actually probably the best place for it. Because it is 
like taking LSD. So it's probably best that it's in an area where  you can't knock 
into pointy furniture or operating heavy, heavy machinery. So if you're in a 
padded cell, you can't do much damage! But no, I mean really seriously. It's 
probably a good time to go on some sort of retreat, because you'll get lots of 
insights then. If you're into taking entheogens and mind altering Herbs, then I 
think you'll get some really good insights on January 21. I think don't do it in 
public and have your own spiritual retreat on that day. January 23 we get Mars 
square Jupiter, which again, takes place in these same houses. Jupiter in the 11th
house of friendship, hopes and wishes.  Mars again is going to be in your house 
of cash.
  
So again, it's going to be this 'how do I balance my impatience with earning 
money and wanting to spend and invest with waiting for the right deal? Because
also Jupiter being in the 11th house, you may have friends around you 
saying,"Oh, that looks amazing. Go for it. Go for it." And you're thinking, yeah, I 
want to but,I heard in my astrology that I shouldn't be doing that. And I should 
be a little bit more careful. So yeah, be careful. Listen to your astrologer! but 
again, if you are brave, if you're someone who just doesn't want to listen to the 
astrologer, and you really do think "you know what, I can transcend the 
astrology!" And if you're brave enough to do that, good on you. It's all about 
confidence and actually If you're that convinced, then go for it.

I'm not one of these astrologers that say, you can't do it, because I don't think, 
that's beneficial if you if you are a risk taker, because some people are, and 
some people can get away with it. And you may just be that Aries that does. So 
that Mars square Jupiter. Yeah, maybe go for it. And then you see, you've got the
full moon in Leo after that on the January 28. And that's going to be in your fifth 
house of love affairs, and leisure and children.  I just think at that time, at the end



of the month, have some fun!  Enough of the hard work. I think the whole of 
January is is very much an entrepreneurial energy for you, and getting the 
balance right between spending and aiming high. There's a lucky touch 
because, especially for Aries decan 1,  they really have Jupiter and Saturn on 
their side. And they can get the good balance between the caution of Saturn 
and the expansion of Jupiter. 

FEBRUARY

So the main thing for February is Mercury Retrograde which will take place in 
your 11th house of friendships. So you may get a an old friend making contact 
with you again, or you may want to contact friends you just haven't seen for a 
long time and have a nice reunion, childhood reunions, school reunions or with 
old work colleagues. Also is a time to reevaluate your hopes and dreams, and 
just get aligned with what you really want and not get sidetracked by things you
don't want. A really good focus point for this will be the new moon, which will be 
in Aquarius as well. And that will be on the 11th of February. That'll be during the 
mercury retrograde as well. So very, very handy. And that Mercury Retrograde 
will actually widely conjunct that moon as well.

So it all takes place between 16 to 23 Aquarius. So if you are a if you're an Aries 
that has anything around those degrees, and that will be even more 
harmonious and helpful towards you because it's a sextile to your sun or 
Ascendant( if you're reading it for your Ascendant). On the 13th we have Mars 
sextile Neptune which is so dreamy and lovely. Mars is going to be in your 
second house of self worth. So when it makes that sextile across to your to 
Neptune in your mystical 12th house. I think it's a really good time with making 
use of Neptune being in Pisces in your 12th house. Now I know this has been a 
very long transit anyway, but it only really gets activated when Mars (Expecially) 
can make a connection with it. That Mars is your ruler as well. It gives you a nice 
spiritual download. So make use of that on the 13th of February the day before 
Valentine's Day so it should be an extra romantic Valentine's Day for you this 
year. 

Now the next important aspect is Saturn square Uranus. Now this is another of 
the big aspects of the year. Jupiter square Uranus happens only once, that is in 
January, but the Saturn square Uranus will happen a total of three times so this 
is the first one and actually lasts all year, on and off.  But this is the first one and 
it will take place in the house of friendship plus the house of money and self 



esteem. So with this one though, Saturn square Uranus, this is when freedom has
to have some limits to it and it is about trying to get the right balance between 
duty and freedom. And with these, where they're positioned, the freedom we all 
want is basically to spend money! The constrictions will come from friends. But it
is also about being realistic about those big dreams that you have as well. With 
last month's Jupiter square Uranus, that was more like," I see no limits", whereas 
this is  going to tell you where your limits are. 

There has to be a balance there has to be a growing up really, because the 
thing is with Saturn square Uranus: Uranus is very dark Dionysian and it doesn't 
like obeying rules, basically. With Saturn square, Uranus, it's like rules are being 
laid down. Uranus wants to break them. And there has to be some kind of 
compromise here. So it could be that your friends are the ones who are saying 
to you, "I think you're going a bit over the top. And they will be the ones who put 
the Saturn brakes on things. But listen to them, because maybe you're just not 
seeing things clearly. Uranus, in your house of cash, obviously, it's going to be 
there for a long time. It's seven years to be precise. It's like the seven year itch 
every time Uranus changes signs. 

So during this next seven years, money could be come from unusual places. And
you have to learn to adapt to the fact that it's going to make income very 
unpredictable. But the good thing is, is that you probably may think of some 
unusual ways to make money so that it does come from unexpected sources. 
And there's always that chance that it could have an unexpected boost on your 
income as well. So it's not all bad news. It doesn't have to make everything 
volatile and unpredictable. Just as long as you say to yourself, "okay, I know 
money is going to come somewhere from somewhere, I just don't know where 
from." So just don't rule out things as well. But at the moment, though, with this 
Saturn, squaring it on February 17th, that will help you be be realistic as to where 
these Uranus flash-in-the-pans are going to come from. It's a little bit of a 
gamble as well. But see what happens on that day, see if something does come 
unexpectedly. And if it does, then just count yourself lucky. Yes, it worked!
 
Now, of course, you have got to remember that you're still under Mercury 
Retrograde as well. So that could be what's slowing things down. Friends would 
be forcing you to review things before you sign them. And just be careful. Then 
you can really go forward with everything. When Mercury goes direct, which is 
on the 20th of February, on the 21st Ceres moves into your own sign. Yay. Now 
that's very fertile. And it moves on from the energy being mainly spiritual, and 
being at one with the earth, which is what how it was when it was in Pisces. Now 



it's in your first house. So could be a time where you actually become pregnant if
that's what you're looking to do. If you're a male, you may hear that you're going 
to become a father. 

But otherwise, Ceres is pregnant with possibilities as well. Great for gardening. 
Now Ceres has got a very strange orbit because some years it's in one sign for 
the whole year practically. Other years Ceres speeds through and this year is 
one of those years when it goes through three signs. So Ceres will be in Aries 
from the 21st February to May 7th. That's a very spring like and blossoming 
energy anyway, very useful for gardening, if that's what you're into. Then on the 
24th Mars Trine Pluto, this is useful because it's Mars your ruler. It's in your second
house of money still. And it's going to make the trine to Pluto in Capricorn. So 
that's fantastic because Pluto in your career house, Mars in your money house. 
What can go wrong? Nothing. It's perfect. 
 
So now that Mercury's direct again, you can really push forward with any 
ambitious schemes. And yeah, just go for it in terms of your business. It will also 
give you real confidence. If you're not someone who's an entrepreneur or cares 
too much for making money then your personal power is really, really high. So 
use it, don't lose it. Also, it's a great one for building courage as well. And 
willpower, too. Because the thing is with Mars, as you know being Aries, it's that it 
is not the most patient planet! But Pluto does slow it down a bit. Pluto and Mars 
kind of understand each other, they're both rulers of Scorpio, so they've got that 
kind of Scorpio energy in common, so for you Aries, you can become a little bit 
more Scorpio and a bit more cunning in your schemes. Rather than  wearing 
your heart on your sleeve and sometimes giving the game away. So hide your 
plans a little bit more. The problem with Aries a lot of the time is the naive 
honesty that happens sometimes, and people can use it against you. So try and
do this martial arts thing with Mars trine Pluto and learn a lesson from your your 
Scorpio brothers and sisters.

Then the full moon on the 27th is in Virgo, which is your sixth house of health and
day job. And in the old days, it was a house of slavery. So if you do feel like a 
slave in your bread and butter job, then you could feel quite emotional at this 
time. Because, whatever health problems you have, like if you are overworked, if 
you haven't been having enough sleep, if you haven't been looking after your 
health, you could have a meltdown during this time. Take the time to get some 
good rest. And stand up for yourself!  Aries are ruled by Mars, so they shouldn't 
have that much trouble with that. But if you're one of those timid Aries, you do 
get them you know, with Mars compromised, or being held back by Saturn or 



something like that. Use this period to focus on becoming as Aries is as you 
possibly can. And yes, it may mean that you do lose it, you do lose your temper. 

But that's the thing with with the Aries chart, if we're reading this (Horoscope) for 
rising, then it's the classic chart. The sixth house resonates with Virgo. So it is the 
house of service to others. And Virgo can be a bit of a doormat, has to be said. 
But their (Virgo) good side is being selfless. And of course, Aries has a reputation
of being quite selfish. So it's getting a balance. Maybe you need to learn to be a 
little bit more humble. And maybe that's what happens during this full moon. But
otherwise, maybe you have to learn to become MORE Aries, it's one or the other. 
You will feel quite triggered at this full moon in your daily work. And you may 
come down with an illness, but only if you've really been ignoring your body's 
signs and running yourself into the ground.

MARCH

So March not such an active month in terms of big transits. But Mars going into 
your third house. That's concentrating on things like your local neighbourhood 
and also studying. So at least money won't be burning a hole in your pocket 
anymore, there won't be so much cash flowing away. You can put energy into 
your local environment so you are much more gregarious with neighbours. 
Studies are great with Mars in the third house too. What's really good for study is 
Mars will Trine Saturn later on in the month  13th of March is a new moon in 
Pisces, which makes it a low key month anyway because it's the month before 
your birthday. So you should be really winding down hibernating a little bit 
because then it's spring and Aries really does spring into action in spring with 
the sun at the spring equinox as well. 

So take this opportunity to go into your cave. Do some meditation, get as much 
rest as you can, so that you can really party in April. Ofcourse the sun goes into 
Aries on the 21st of this month. And that will be with Mars trine Saturn as well.  
You really do leap out of your cocoon on the 21st raring to go. It's a very sociable 
time for you because Mars is going to be in that third house of local things. And 
Saturn will be in your 11th house of friends. So those two together, nice links, get 
out and socialise. February 28 this a really interesting day because we get the 
full moon in Libra, your house of relationships and Mars also conjunct the north 
node in Gemini. Your local area again. So that activates a kind of grand trine 
really. The full moons at 8º Libra, and the Mars/North Node 14º Gemini. Nice with 



Saturn at 7º Aquarius. There's a nice flow of energy between all your air houses, 
which are all relationship houses, really. What's nice really is Saturn in your 
friendship house, is old friends, while making new ones in your neighbourhood. 
Bringing old friends in or making new, mature, sensible friends as well, that can 
tame you a little bit really. Giving you more stamina, and encouraging you to do 
things for the long haul. And also encourage you to have more patience as well! 
So it's all very grounding influence from that. 
  
But yeah, the north node Mars conjunction, really forces you almost to get on the
right path. It could come by just doing something really impulsive, like going 
somewhere different from where you normally do in your neighbourhoods and 
bumping into someone. You could even literally just bump into someone, even 
like an accident or something like that. Not not a serious one. But like, just 
dropping something and somebody picking up for you something little. 
Something that's very Marsy. Could be some sort of sports gathering as well. Or 
even an argument! You could have an argument with someone queuing up for 
something and then end up actually being al right with them. A strange 
impulsive, road-rage incident that could change your life perhaps.
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